
OPPORTUNITY

Billboard Live's latest venue in Yokohama 

required a world-class live setup to 

accommodate a wide range of performances 

and elevate the audience experience

SOLUTION

HIBINO and SC Alliance collaborated with 

HARMAN Professional Solutions to select and 

implement a range of JBL Professional audio 

and Martin professional lighting solutions.

BILLBOARD LIVE YOKOHAMA, JAPAN

In addition to venues in Tokyo and Osaka, Billboard Live recently launched a third 

location in the up-and-coming Kitanaka area of Yokohama. The venue boasts a gigantic 

floorspace of approximately 1,000 square meters and a 300-seat capacity. Along with 

hosting internationally renowned performers and local artists, the venue also provides 

an unrivaled culinary experience thanks to a carefully curated menu by Japan's finest 

chefs. To elevate the overall guest experience with state-of-the-art live sound as well as 

immersive and impactful lighting, the HIBINO and SC Alliance installation team deployed 

JBL VTX and VRX Series speakers and Martin ERA Series lights.

For the audio component, the team installed the JBL VTX A8 and B18 high-performance 

speakers. Equipped with proprietary JBL woofers, custom-designed high-frequency 

transducers and advanced waveguide technology, the VTX A8 is a compact-yet-powerful 

line array capable of high, distortion-free output and consistently wide horizontal 

coverage of up to 110 degrees. When used in conjunction with the VTX B18 subwoofer, 

which applies the same features and technology as the A8 for reinforced low end, the 

combined system produces improved linearity, wider dynamic range and an impactful 

sound that reaches far-away audiences without overwhelming those close to the stage.

In addition to the VTX speakers, the rig also includes JBL VRX928LA two-way line array 

loudspeakers for the center and balcony fills. Featuring a Constant Curvature Array 

design and a Dual Angle pole socket, the JBL VRX928LA offers precise aiming and 

reliable coverage so that every audience member can experience optimal live sound. 

Finally, JBL VTX M20 monitor speakers offer the onstage performers the same high-

quality sound and technology as the audience-facing rig.
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"We needed a system that could simultaneously deliver a broad range of genres 

including jazz, pop, rock and hip hop," said Kosuke Takahashi, Touring Division at Tokyo 

Sanko. "We are impressed with how HARMAN Professional Solutions was able to deliver 

on that request.  We have received great compliments from top artists who performed at 

our venue."

Along with sound, lighting effects are also critical for any live performance venue that 

wants to provide guests with a memorable experience. With this point in mind, the 

installation team selected Martin ERA 600 Performance fixtures and MAC Aura XB wash 

lights as the venue's main lighting system. The Martin ERA 600 sports a highly efficient 

550W white LED engine that produces bright and sharp image projection up to 6,500K, 

while MAC Aura XB specializes in color blends thanks to its superior color mixing system 

and optimized lens design. The resulting lighting rig ensures saturated washes, vibrant 

effects, striking beams and more. 

"We chose Martin lighting fixtures as it is a renowned brand with a comprehensive range 

of effects, versatile LED profile and limitless design possibilities," said Keita O-Kado, 

Booking Manager, Planning and Production Group, Billboard Division at Hashin Contents 

Link Corporation.
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ABOUT HARMAN

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for 

automakers, consumers, and enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, 

audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; and services supporting the 

Internet of Things. With leading brands including AKGš, Harman Kardonš, Infinityš, JBLš, 

Lexiconš, Mark Levinsonš and Revelš, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians 

and the entertainment venues where they perform around the world. More than 50 

million automobiles on the road today are equipped with HARMAN audio and connected 

car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that 

are connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to 

car and mobile. HARMAN has a workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the 

Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a wholly-owned subsidiary 

of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

CONTACT

To Speak With Someone About 

HARMAN Products and Solutions,  

visit pro.harman.com/contacts

PRODUCTS USED

JBL VRX928LA TWO-WAY LINE ARRAY LOUDSPEAKERS 

JBL VTX A8  COMPACT LINE ARRAY LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL VTX B18 SUBWOOFERS

JBL VTX M20 MONITOR SPEAKERS 

MARTIN ERA 600 PERFORMANCE FIXTURES

MARTIN MAC AURA XB WASH LIGHTS 


